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ABOUT
THE GAME
Jungle Speed is a game
for 2 to 10 players. The
initiating experience can start at
the age of 8 years old.

GOAL OF THE GAME
The first player to get rid of all of their cards wins the game.
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SETUP
Place the totem in the middle of the table. Shuffle the
80 cards and deal the entire deck as evenly as possible to
all players.
Remaining cards are placed under the totem.
Each player places their cards in a face-down
stack on the table in front of themselves.
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HOW TO PLAY

In turn, players flip over the top card on their stack.
Each round, the new card is flipped onto the previous
round’s stack to create a face-up discard pile.
Play proceeds clockwise.
Each player uses only one hand to play; the other hand is
never used.
Players always flip their cards towards their opponents,
giving the opponents the opportunity to see the card first.
Here are some examples:
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DUEL
Whenever two players’ cards show the same design
(ignoring color), a duel begins. Both players immediately
try to be the first to grab the totem. The successful player
wins the duel. The loser must then pick up their opponent’s
discard pile, their own discard pile, and any cards that may
be lying in the middle of the table (see below). These cards
are placed face-down under their stack.
After the duel, play continues normally beginning with
the loser of the duel.

If

When a special card is played (see below), several players
may be involved in a duel. The first to grab the totem wins
the round.
If more than one player loses a round (for example, if
several players fail to spot a match and grab the totem), the
winning player can decide how to distribute the cards among
the losers.
As long as the top card of your discard pile is visible, it can
provoke a duel.
Important: Many cards look very similar, but there are
slight differences.
PLAYING ROUGH
When there’s a disagreement as to who grabbed the totem first,
there’s no need to pull like a lunatic. Players need to check who has
the most fingers on the totem first, and, in case of a draw, whoever
has their hand under the other’s wins.
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If the totem is knocked off the table, the attempt doesn’t count.
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PENALTIES
If a player wrongly grabs the totem, they have to take all of the cards that
are face-up on the table: Each player’s discard, but also any cards in the
middle of the table. The same rule applies if a player drops the totem.

SPECIAL CARDS
The special cards do not trigger duels, but change the rules of play.

INWARD-FACING ARROWS
All players try to grab the totem. The
first to do so lays all of their face-up
cards in the middle of the table under the
totem and then begins the new round.

COLORED ARROWS
From now on, duels are no longer
triggered by matching symbols, but
by matching colors. This means
that a duel may start immediately.
The effect of this card is canceled
out (causing duels to
again be triggered by
symbols) as soon as one of the following
occurs: The totem falls over, a duel begins,
or another special card is flipped.
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OUTWARD-FACING ARROWS
All players flip the topmost card
of their stack simultaneously.
If any symbols revealed in this
manner match, the matching
player(s) duel immediately as
normal. If there are no matches,
the player who flipped the
Outward-Facing Arrows card continues the round.

SPECIAL SITUATIONS
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If an "Outward-Facing
Arrows" card causes:
• An additional
"Outward-Facing
Arrows" card to be
flipped, this card has its
usual effect unless there is
also a duel triggered by the flip.
• An "Inward-Facing Arrows" card
to be flipped and a duel is taking
place simultaneously, the player
who first grabs the totem decides between
the two possible outcomes: Let the result
of the duel stand (loser picks up all
the cards) or let the special card rule take
effect (winner lays face-up cards
in the middle - see "Inward-Facing
Arrows" above).
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• If

multiple simultaneous duels are triggered,
the duelist who first grabs the totem wins the
duel, and any other duels are canceled.

END OF THE GAME
When a player has flipped their last card, it is left
face-up on the top of their discard pile and other players
continue play. A player has not won until they somehow
get rid of their discard pile.

SPECIAL SITUATIONS

• If

a player turns over their last card and it is an
"Inward-Facing Arrows" card and the player does not
manage to grab the totem, that player must take all
face-up cards (instead of the winner laying theirs in the
middle of the table), and play continues.

• If a player turns over their last card and it is an "OutwardFacing Arrows" card, that player wins immediately.

• If

a player turns over their last card and it is a
"Colored Arrows" card, that player must take all faceup cards, and play continues. Note that the
"Colored Arrows" card does not have its
usual effect in this case.
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ALTERNATE RULES FOR THREE PLAYERS Remove the "Colored
Arrows" card from the deck during setup. If, after a card is flipped, all three players have
the same color showing, it has the same effect as if one of the players had just flipped an
"Inward-Facing Arrows" card.

:

ALTERNATE RULES FOR TWO PLAYERS Each hand belonging to each
player is treated as though it were an individual player. Remove the "Colored Arrows" cards
from the deck during setup. Deal the cards into four equal piles.
The players play the one after the other alternating their hands. This results in the following:
• Right hand of first player
• Right hand of the second player
• Left hand of the first player
• Left hand of the second player
And so on…
If a duel is triggered, only the involved hands need to grab the totem. Only the cards from the discard
piles of the involved “hands” are picked up.
If a duel is triggered between the two hands of a single player, that player must not grab the totem.
If an "Inward-Facing Arrows" card is turned over, we suggest you use the good hand to grab the
totem with (whichever hand has the most cards in its discard pile).
The game is over when both players get rid of one of their piles or when one player gets rid of both
his piles.
We then count the remaining cards and the player with the fewer cards wins.
All other rules remain unchanged.

If you purchased any of the expansion sets for Jungle Speed and you wish to rediscover the
peace and serenity of your early games then you can sort the different sets using the symbols
in the corners of the cards.
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Symbol of the cards
from the base game
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